
QSAR  

 

Quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSAR) represent an attempt to correlate 

structural or property descriptors of compounds with activities. These 

physicochemical descriptors, which include parameters to account for hydrophobicity, 

topology, electronic properties, and steric effects, are determined empirically 

orthrough computational methods. Activities used in QSAR include chemical 

measurements and biological assays. QSAR currently are being applied in many 

disciplines, with many pertaining to drug design and environmental risk assessment.  

Statistical Concepts 

Computational chemistry represents molecular structures as a numerical model and 

simulates their behavior with the equations of quantum and classical physics. 

Available programs enable scientists to easily generate and present molecular data 

including geometries, energies and associated properties (electronic, spectroscopic 

and bulk). The usual paradigm for displaying and manipulating these data is a table in 

which compounds are defined by individual rows and molecular properties (or 

descriptors) are defined by the associated columns. A QSAR attempts to find 

consistent relationships between the variations in the values of molecular properties 

and the biological activity for a series of compounds so that these "rules" can be used 

to evaluate new chemical entities. 

A QSAR generally takes the form of a linear equation 



Biological Activity = Const + (C1 P1) + (C2 P2) + (C3 P3) + ... 

where the parameters P1 through Pn are computed for each molecule in the series and 

the coefficients C1 through Cn are calculated by fitting variations in the parameters 

and the biological activity.  

Traditional regression methods require that the number of parameters must be 

considerably smaller than the number of compounds in the data set (or the number of 

degrees of freedom in the data). The data tables which result from CoMFA analysis 

have far more parameters than compounds. PLS, which removes this limitation, is 

used to derive the coefficients for all of the steric and electrostatic terms. PLS 

essentially relies upon the fact that the correlations among near parts of a molecule are 

similar so that the real dimensionality is smaller that the number of grid points. Since 

these coefficients are position dependant, substituent patterns for the series are 

elucidated which define regions of steric bulk and electrostatic charge associated with 

increased or decreased activity. The size of the model (the number of components 

needed for the best model) and the validity of the model as a predictive tool are 

assessed using cross-validation.  

Multiple linear regression analysis was used to derive the values of the coefficients. In 

general, Hansch type studies were performed on compounds which contained a 

common template (usually a rigid one such as an aromatic ring) with structural 

variation limited to functional group changes at specific sites.  
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